What makes us Greener?
General Panel is committed to manufacturing superior thermal performing wall systems with
unsurpassed structural strength. Our third party certified structural insulated panels (SIPs) are
manufactured in our Grenada, MS factory under strict quality guidelines. In our Johnson City,
TN facility we manufacture foam core sandwich panels (also known as skins or stress skins)
which are used for timber frame enclosures and moderate span log home roof construction.
While most SIP manufacturers cut by hand, General Panel utilizes state of the art Weinmann
CNC cutting equipment which minimizes cutting errors and assures product produced
according to plans. Our over 20 years of panel fabrication experience allows us to get things
right the first time. We work diligently to earn our customers’ business and trust.

Using your “Green Matter” - Technical Info
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•Less gaps to seal
•15 times tighter than stick
built
•50-70% annual savings in
energy usage
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A Comparison of Insulative Properties
R Values
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R = 14-25
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Builders using structural insulated
panels (SIPs) will find it easier
to achieve an ENERGY STAR
rating with EPA’s release of the
SIP Visual Inspection Form. The
Visual Inspection Form replaces
the blower door test and energy
modeling calculations normally
required to meet ENERGY STAR
qualifications for homes built with
SIP walls and a SIP roof.
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Testing Criteria: (Meets or Exceeds)
Structural
•ASTM E72-80
•ASTM E695-79
•ASTM E564-76
Fire Endurance
•ASTM E119-83
•ASTM D1929-77
•ASTM E84
•UL 1256
CODES
•ICC REPORT ES-2231
•USHUD (HUD Bulletin 1123)

Insulative Properties info provided by APA The Engineered Wood Association

1-800-647-6130
Grenada, MS Location • P.O. Box 279 • Grenada, MS 38902
Johnson City, TN Location • P.O. Box 5235 • Johnson City, TN 37603

For more educational information please visit:
www.generalpanel.com
www.sips.org
www.sipschool.org
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Build it Green with General Panel.
Energy Efficiency

Solid Built Home

A primary measure of Green is long term energy
use. EPA has stated that reducing home energy
consumption by 40% would reduce greenhouse
gases and pollutants from energy production
by more than removing 35% of the cars from
the highways. That’s why they developed
Energy Star. Energy Star rating exceeds Building
Code for energy use and quality. SIPs are the
least expensive way to achieve Energy Star
ratings for your home. Remember those old
metal coolers from your youth- the ones you put
a big block of ice in and went camping? The
old ones used fiberglass insulation and the ice
was water before breakfast. That’s why we use
foam in coolers now- they work. Think of SIPs as
living in a six pack cooler. Treat your family as
good as your beverages.

Multi-Generational Home

Another measure of green is durability. Stick
frame structures are generally rated for 30 to
50 years of use. Testing by the Forest Products
Lab determined that SIPs have a useful life of at
least 150 years. This is the equivalent of 6 to 7
generations. Now we’re talking durability!

No Out Gases

A green house needs to be a healthy house.
If you close up the structure it is important
to maintain indoor air quality. SIPs made
with expanded polystyrene cores are free
of offgassing and outgassing. The best way
to achieve indoor air quality is to control
ventilation and infiltration through your HVAC
system. SIPs help you achieve this in walls and
roof. Think SIPs for a Healthy Home!

Panelized Building is Easy.

Sound Attenuation

Most energy loss in homes is due to
workmanship issues. The more pieces the more
mistakes. SIP homes are built in large sectionsup to 8’ x 24’ sections- with no pieces to join
within that area- no place to get it wrongeasier to check that everything is right. This
results in a solid house with straight walls and no
open places in the structure to attract pests,
moisture, mold, or unhealthy air. It’s just easy to
get it right with SIPs.
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Stick building is a
seat-of-the-pants,
solve-the-problems-asthey-come-up kind of
business. SIPS are a
plan-it-out and get-it-righton-paper sort of system.
Since we MUST deliver
accurate panels, we must ask
all the questions, before plans
can be converted to panel
plans and further converted to
machine instructions. We can’t
cut a window opening unless we
know the exact opening size.
Think ahead to make it green.
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SIP homes are built from pieces
manufactured to size and then nested for
reduced waste. From the nested CAD
drawings we cut using CNC equipment
minimizing error and waste. The waste that is
created is used in headers or fill pieces where
possible. All remaining scrap is separated to
get the EPS recycled in the factory.
On site, there is virtually no waste because
everything is pre-cut. This not only creates a
cleaner, less injury prone worksite, but reduces
opportunities for stolen materials on jobsite.

Part of your indoor environment involves noise
pollution. Most sounds in a neighborhood (kids
yelling, sirens, lawn mowers, thunder and so forth)
pass from the exterior to the interior through the
air space in porous insulators. Since SIPs are solid,
exterior noise is greatly reduced. They have that
high end car feel when the door shuts. They
keep the inside in and the outside out.
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Waste Management

Sustainable Wood Products

Most stick frame structures get their strength from the
wood. As a result, the framing requires graded lumbernormally from old growth timber. These forests take 50
to 125 years to bring each tree back that is used for
stick framing. SIPs are manufactured using engineered
sheathing- APA rated OSB- which is a wood product which
uses short growth crop wood. OSB raw materials include
jack pine, aspen, bamboo, and filler woods of all sorts
which are grown as a contract crop with an average crop
turn of 11 years. Which feels greener to you?

EPS Core
10’

Electrical Outlets

Labor Control

INTERIOR HOME

Another green factor is the people involved in
building. How many, how long, how do they
get there, how many times to get it right? SIPs
are pre-cut, built to close tolerances in a
factory, unaffected by weather with local
workers in a tight environment. Fewer site
workers are required to install panels. More
design work requires fewer “on-the-fly”
decisions reducing mistakes
and re-dos as well as fewer
budget and schedule issues.

Pre-cut Electrical Chase
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Panels are Pre-cut to Plan
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Chaos in the Stick Building World
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WELCOME TO
SIP CITY
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